WELCOME SONG
Hello Friends (Tune: Hello Ladies and ASL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKCGF2hvq3I)
Hello friends,
Hello friends,
Hello friends,
It’s time to say hello!

RHYME
Way up high in the apple tree
Two little apples smiled at me
I shook that tree as hard as I could
Mmm Mmm Mmm those apples were good!

BOOK
Because of an Acorn by Lola M. Schaefer and Adam Schaefer
Thank you, Earth by April Pulley Sayre

SONG:
One Little Bird (Tune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lbp9XLmT Ug8)
There was one little bird in one little three
And they were all alone and didn’t want to be
So they flew far away, over the sea
And brought back a friend to live in the tree
Extra verses: There were two/three/four…
There were five little birds in one little tree
They weren’t alone and they were so happy!
This song can work as a felt song, with puppets (if you have a variety of bird), with a glove, or as
a guessing game if you can make/play the bird calls after they bring a new friend to the tree

SONG
Tree Song (Tune: Head and Shoulders, Knees and Toes)
Leaves, branches, trunk and roots
Trunk and roots, trunk and roots
Leaves, branches, trunk and roots
We loves all the trees
Actions: Leaves (wiggle fingers high in the air), branches (arms straight out), trunk (hands on
hips), and roots (touch toes). From: https://bit.ly/2Po4AjD

SONG
Listen to the Water (Tune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXaVJALdCMk)
Listen (hand to ear) to the water (wiggling fingers in a downward motion)
Rolling down the river (roll hands)
Listen (hand to ear) to the water (wiggling fingers in a downward motion)
Rolling down the river (roll hands)
We saw some ducks by the waterside, (Quack! Quack!)
Saw some ducks by the waterside, (Quack! Quack!)
We saw some ducks by the waterside (Quack! Quack!)
Oh, oh, by the waterside
Oh, oh, by the waterside
Extra verse: You can add as many extra local animals as you like. You could also substitute hand motions with ASL for water and river

**BOOK**
*Hey, Water* by Antoinette Portis

**SONG**
*The Sun is Shining* (Tune: Skip to My Lou)
Sun in shining, what should I do?
Sun in shining, what should I do?
Sun in shining, what should I do?
What should I do my darling?
Slather on sunscreen, that’s what I’ll do
Slather on sunscreen, that’s what I’ll do
Slather on sunscreen, that’s what I’ll do
That’s what I’ll do my darling
Extra verses: Rain is falling/Wear my rain jacket,
Wind is blowing/Pull up my hood, Snow is falling/
Put on my boots

**FELT GAME**
A cloud! A cloud! A cloud for us to see!
What kind of shape could it be?
Start with “cloud side up” and ask kids to guess what is on the other side.

**BOOK**
*The Earth Gives More* by Sue Fliess
*Listen to Our World* Bill Martin Jr. and Michael Sampson

**FAREWELL SONG**
(Same tune as welcome song)
Goodbye friends, *(Repeat three times)*
It’s time to say goodbye!